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I SA UNTERINGSby baron chevrial '

is futile to try to keep up with Society except through the

XTmedium of a daily paper. I had an idea that the smart ones
taking- an enforced rest until 1 read in one of our local

j metropolitan journals recently that "quite a few parties has been
H given, and now that Ash Wednesday and Good Friday is behind us,
H Society will sit up and take notice again."
H No, gentle reader, it was not Ring Lardner's stuff, but serious,
H and therefore authentic, even if hundreds of church goers in tne ex- -

H elusive cult had not been officially apprised of the fact that Good Fri- -

H day had slipped by them unobserved". I regret that I can't find out
H just when it happened for Easter must have followed a couple of days
H later, and it is a shame to have allowed it to pass without some kind
H of a celebration. Then, too, it was hardly ethical for a writer, who had
H inside information about the Easter season being ready to give us
H all the slip, to keep it so quiet. Think of those who for weeks have
H been planning to give us a treat with their fluffy Easter bonnets, and
H the accoutrements that go with them, awaking to find that Easter has
H passed like a German raider in the night, and being forced to realize
H that their opportunity has vanished.
H If "quite a few parties has been given," they has been give very
H quietly and surreptious like without a word in public regarding the
H personnel of the list of starters. So with Easter over, the next mat--

H ter to occupy the attention of the social herd is the question of the
H summer vacation. How far is Old Faithful Inn, for instance, or some
H other conundrum equally exciting.

H The opening of the Country club is scheduled for Saturday, April
H 15th, and a surprise is in store for those members who have not been
H at the club this spring. Under the direction of Mrs. Stanley Scars the
H good old club is beginning to look like a reguar place. New draperies,
H tasteful color schemes, and all of the needed accessories that go with
H interior decorating are being installed, and when the furnishings arc
H completed the club will be one of the most attractive places of the
Hj kind in the west.
H There will be a new diversion for Country club members this sea--

H son. An exchange of courtesies with the Ogden Country club is be--

H ing discussed and there will be a great deal of visiting at each place

H by the members of both. The Ogden club is in an ideal spot, with a

H wonderful golf course and fine tennis courts. The club itself is a lit
H tie gem, perfectly arranged and in exquisite taste, and there will prob- -

H ably be a well beaten path between the two places before the season
M is over.

H The famous Ogden spirit entered into the organization of the

H Country club there and as a result the initial effort of the members
H has produced far better results than those seen when our club was or- -

Hj ganized.
K But to return to our own, members will see practically a new

H clubhouse when the season opens two weeks from today with much
H outdoor sport, dining, dancing and the beating of many tom-tom- s.

H Society is in for thirty-si-x hours of sport beginning Monday night
H when the first real grand opera that has been here for a long time

H will come to the theatrer accompanied by Pavlowa and her dancers.
H The house has been sold out for both Monday and Tuesday evenings,

H though the greatest crush will be on Tuesday when "I Pagliacci" will

H be heard, followed by the famous Coppelia ballet. "La Boheme" will
H be the opening bill, and "Butterfly" will be sung on Tuesday afternoon
H with Tamaki Miura, the famous Japanese lyric soprano, in the title
H

M Maggie Teyte will sing "Mimi" in "Boheme," and there will be
M other famous singers in the leading roles of the various operas.

B The baseball season also opens on Tuesday.
H There will be numerous dinners preceding the opera and hun- -

H dreds of supper parties afterwards, so it will be one grand rush from
M Monday night until Wednesday morning.
H Probably the most brilliant audiences seen in the theatre in years

will attend the performances. The backs of the satellites of our front
families will be nicely scrubbed, Kellys of various vintages will be Iff,

hauled out of their resting places and polished to the limit, and each
social luminary, who in numbers' total forty to four hundred, will be
there with her hair or that of somebody else in a braid. What does
it matter if some do not know whether "I Pagliacci" is a town in Italy
or a cheese sandwich, and whether "La Boheme" is a street in Cairo,
or a cabaret in Rome?

The opera will afford a splendid chance for display and the ultra
fashionables will have a chance to talk through two entire evenings
of grand opera, followed by such affairs as will increase their gastro-
nomic prestige and give additional opportunity for the pigeon walk.

A couple of pretty fights developed in the selection of season boxes ,$& ,

Vo the baseball game when it was learned by the feminine members
of four of our leading families that father in each case had selected
season seats next to those with whom they were not on speaking
terms. There was much maneuvering in an effort to change their
locations, and, at the same time, get advantageous places, and, at this (;
writing, everything has not been settled to the satisfaction of those
who have become estranged during the winter season.

The world is just the same all over, the only variance being the de-

gree of heat in the battle and the size of the town in "which it occurs.
We have head of similar instances for years in the Metropolitan Opera
house, but did not know the feeling was so intense in our little com-

munity until Bill O'Connor began having his own troubles satisfying
the society fans who intend to camp at the ball grounds during the
summer.

The trial separation of the Princess Mishkinoff, who was once
Amy Crocker of San Francisco, of the famous house of Crocker, ibut
who is now Mrs. Aimee is
being exploited in the press of the country as something new in the
matrimonial line, the princess having put her prince on probation by
chasing him off to the trenches for twenty-fou- r months with the un-

derstanding that he can come back at the end of that time, providing
he forgets how to flirt with other women.

Aimee Crocker, who eloped with Porter Ashe, the San Francisco1
lawyer and horseman, about thirty-fiv- e years ago, and later divorced
him, marrying Harry Gillig, whom she divorced, and married Jackson
Gouraud, who died, and two years ago married Prince Mishkinoff, is
described as being over fifty, while the age of the prince is placed at
twenty-eigh- t. There is no question about her being over fifty. She
was a girl in San Francisco when the mothers of a lot of us were in

the same set and about of the same age, but the Princess Mishkinoff
has persistently refused to grow old in spite of the rapidity of her life,

and her varied experiences.

The present separation was caused by the attention her prince
paid to her foster daughter, Yvonne, but before putting him on his
present probation she exhausted every means she could think of to
retain his love, even going so far as to adopt a baby, which she told
him was his, but which, it was proven later, belonged to two entirely
different people several degrees removed from the aristocracy.

Aimee Crocker has been noted for her originality ever since she
made it very plain in the earlier days of her career that she intended
to do just what she pleased without letting discipline or authority
stand in her way and being plentifully supplied with this wo'rldj's
goods, she has carried out her intention. I have heard of trial mar-

riages and temporary separations, but the banishment of the prince
is surely a new one. ?i

It has never been the policy of this extraordinary woman to be
without a husband so long except in the four years lapse between the
time of the death of Gouraud and her marriage to Mishkinoff, and it
is well within the range of possibilities that should the prince survive
for two years he will find a new favorite coquetting around his do-

mestic hearth should he choose to return.


